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DEAL/SONG LISTINGS MEMBER LOGIN: TWISTAL OVERVIEW: TWISTAL is a free-to-use, database
driven database which allows parents to report back to us about an issue with one of our recordings.
Based upon many hundreds of reports we respond to each claim professionally and swiftly. We take
child safety extremely seriously and feel that if a recording is out there on the internet, we should
have a database which is easily searchable. TWISTAL is not an online social network. If you find a
recording or song that you believe to be inappropriate for any age group, please report it. This
information will then be passed onto the artist/label/rights holder or the film/TV company/YouTube
or whatever is sharing this material. If you find that a recording is encouraging violence towards
others of any age, we will certainly pass it onto the police. TWISTAL is not a social networking site
for artists to sell their music. Please don't send a PM about any of this. We know who you are and
are not about to sell your music to companies. If you need to contact us please use the Contact Us
page on our website. Soundcloud provides a means to listen to songs. This is a very popular way of
listening to new music right from the creators. We cannot make any comment on whether the tracks
posted on our website are representative of the artists we sell. We are more focused on making sure
that we keep people safe. Other sites may place Music files and music videos on their site. Our
database is focused on Music downloads and and nothing else. We are not liable for the content of
other sites linked to our website. While we may link to other sites, we cannot be held responsible for
their content. Please contact the content creators, we have no control over how their content is
presented to users. We also have a list of Musicians on a page. Find out more in our FAQ's page on
our website. Please check out our Frequently Asked Questions. If you found this page while using
the search box, please give us a "thumbs up". Thanks. 2/19/2015 We are accepting reports on songs
and albums at the moment. You can add as many entries as you want but it will be moderated when
we are ready for your first entry. We will contact you once it goes live with
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